Enter the forum
After you have clicked the eForum link above or here you log in with your username and
password.
Redirected after 3 wrong inlog
If you fail to log in more than 3 times in a row you will be redirected to a ”Forgotten password
page”. This is to prevent hackers, robots and other non-wanted guest to login using "word
generator”.
Forgot your password – get a new
You can either press ”Forgot your password?” on the first page or try 3 times. Fill in your
username or email address and you will get an email telling you how to do. For security reasons,
your password is encrypted in such a way that the program can only tell if you get it right, so it can
never tell you (or anyone else, importantly!) what your password is. That’s why you have to create
a new on if you forgot the old.

General board - About the way this forum works
This is a board for all of us and has now three categories:
Forum news
This category is only about how the forum works – no CIF discussions here. Make sure you read
the news as it this the only way you’ll get them.
Help Center
Check if your question already is answered - or start a new topic
Except the help-pages is this the place to go when you have questions about the functions - as
they maybe already is answered. Some questions from the test forum have been transferred into
different topics.
If you can’t find an answer do post your question in a new topic. Do only continue in an old topic if
your problem is closely related to it.
All of us can answer here – so don’t wait for Karin if you know the answer. As quicker a problem is
solved as quicker you can go on
When you have got an answer that solves your problem – please reply in the topic to let us know.
It’s not only a question of politeness it also let us drop the problem.
Playground – no real discussion
A place to test different functions or just play and find out what's possible to do

Use this category if you want to test different things before you use them in real discussions. Do
test things – there will be support if you can’t do what you want to do!
NB No CIF-discussions here.

CIF meeting hall – About CIF/CIP issues
CIF/CIP News
A place where everybody can post NEWS.
Do use the next category if it is an “ordinary” issue you want to discuss
CIF Discussions
For ongoing CIF/CIP discussions
This is the main category for discussions about CIF matters.
Information/Communication
More focus on needs and solutions than technologies
A place to use for discussions about solutions for needs you see, things you want to use,
information about new applications that might be handy and so on. It can also be about things to
use within the whole CIF or NB.
Document store
A place to find the latest document/form
Café HBO
A place for greetings and personal news, no hard matters in other words. Not messages you need
to read if you are in a hurry – but hopefully nice things that makes all your work a bit easier.

Read
When you enter the forum you can get a list of new posts, right to your avatar (photo) you have:
 Show unread posts since last visit.
 Show new replies to your posts.
A click will give you a list of discussions you can read one after each other
If you in this list press the blue label ”new” in the subject line you will come direct to the newest
post in this topic since your last visit.
If you click on the subject line you will come to the first post in this topic
To get the list back with unread/new – click on the lines beside your avatar (photo)

Navigation
To jump between different boards and topics the easiest is to
Press the tab ”Home” in the menu up left under your avatar (photo) and you will see all boards and
categories as when you login
Click on a category and you’ll get a list with all topics within it. Here you also get the possibility to
start a new topic in this category by pressing the tab ”New topic” to the right before or after the list
of all topics/subjects
Just click on a topics subject lines to read and write in this topic.
If you see a label “new” and click on it you will come to the first post unread by you

You find more detailed Forum instruction document - MANUAL after you have logged in:
General board – Help center

